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These, this body, I assume, luxuriating in the motion of its  
  folds.
 Grasping the outline of light, vast & 
  deliberate, amorphous
 yet distinct, sensing through the skin &    
  canals, or at some
   remove through an other, it resonates.
 
   Duriel E. Harris, “Poetics Statement”
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Dear Reader, 

We are proud to present the Spring 2016 edition of The Streetcar. 
Work on Volume Four began during a critical period of transition for 
our staff. Although The Streetcar began as an initiative to capture 
creative expression at MSU, our staff and readers quickly formed a 
community of writers and artists as interested in promoting creative 
practices and pushing the boundaries of expression as exhibiting the 
results. Now in its fourth year on campus, The Streetcar has expanded 
its reach and mission to provide new opportunities at MSU. This year, 
our staff finalized our status as a student organization, engaged local 
writers during our fall poetry reading, explored new spaces for creative 
expression in our social-media-based Six Word Story Competition, and 
challenged the MSU community to address difficult social issues in our 
Poetry of Resistance Open Mic Night.

Given the changes our staff experienced during the production of our 
volume, we were surprised at how many submissions to this year’s 
edition of The Streetcar explore a similar theme of transformation. 
Written pieces such as “Soup” and “Autobiography” capture bodies in 
transition, while other works such as “Things Produced Either Directly 
or Indirectly from Crude Oil” explore new possibilities for static bodies. 
Artwork such as “The After Laugh” and “Wrangled” takes a similar 
approach to the human form, re-imagining the range of sensory 
experiences to include novel pleasures and pains. 

We would like to express our sincere thanks to the Shakouls Honors 
College and the College of Arts & Sciences for their support; to 
our faculty advisor Dr. Eric Vivier, for his guidance; and to our 
staff members, who worked tirelessly to produce this collection of 
submissions.

The overwhelming number of outstanding submissions we received this 
year and the continued support of the MSU community indicate the 
growing presence of the creative arts at this institution. We hope you 
take as much pride in the collective creativity of MSU students and find 
as much joy in the pages that follow as we do. 

Kylie Dennis and Dakotah Daffron
Editors-in-Chief 2015-2016

Morgan Hydrick and Robert Frey
Editors-in-Chief 2016-2017
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A Sleepwalker’s Acrylic Collection
Jenna Mosier

We were never-ending, forward
falling motion. I always wondered
how far away the hot tar of the
boiling pavement actually was—
how long it would be before our feet
were skidding with the gravel, 
burned with the black that seeped
into our bones. 

The air around us was murky water, 
harsh, orange streetlights mixing 
with the pale pigments of the moon like paints 
swirling around; paintbrush drip,
drip, dripping
rain-soaked words from your
story-laden lips. You painted
purple half-moons beneath my eyes until
they could see every late night 
toss and turn, facing unspoken words 
written painfully, clearly into 
each curve of my face.

I wanted them to see you too, 
to see everything you were to me. 
But as the days stretched out like 
saltwater taffy and the end of 
everything drew near, 
I began to stumble faster, faster, 
the pavement so much closer
than I’d thought from so high up,
and I realized as I stretched my 
paint-splotched fingers that 
you were nothing more than 
acrid cigarette smoke and I was
just another green, dewy smudge
embedded in the gravel.

Soup
Charis Boyett

No bones go to waste in winter.
Celery stalks and onion skins, hearts,
and the stringy parts of chickens
that wrap around their ribs.
They all steep into a deep pot
where heat and salty water make broth
from the body eaten and left behind.
A blue whale has a heart the size of a compact car. 
Can you imagine? 
The life, the broth in that marrow.
The heart that steams out its color
to be tasted by the only one bigger than himself. 
Perhaps, when the earth’s skin is
melting, the ocean will come to a boil
and God will reap the blessing of
the beauty of our bones’ ability to give
after we’re gone.
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Sangria Summer 
Margaret Pitts

Midday heat boils the gravel path; wild lantana withers. The sun singes 
my scalp as I climb toward a towering Jesús that marks the peak of this 
hike. His hands are outstretched, welcoming weary disciples. Briars cling 
to exposed feet blackened by negligent sandals. El Padre whispers, climb. 
Farther. Faster. Falter. Fall. Yesterday, we sipped sangria en La Plaza de 
Cervantes. Today, tree branches wilt; the only water floats in the air. 
Inhaling is drowning. To know the coolness of Southern nectar, the 
sound of a familiar tongue. A microscopic cloud—mercy—dissipates. 
Vapor vanishes into the atmosphere. The world behind me, the Deliverer 
before me, aching allegiance orders my advance. 
Father. Faster. Falter. Fall.
 
Sangria soaks through
tainted faith and numbs my
acquiescent climb.

I am Not a One Direction Fan
Margaret Pitts

fan /fan/ n. a person who has a strong interest in or admiration for a particular person 
or thing. See, enthusiast.  
 
Because I am an English major
who reads Woolf and Rossetti
and writes about the mortal decay
of my grandma’s dead body.
 
Because I am a die-hard feminist
and there is nothing original or anti-patriarchal about
you don’t know you’re beautiful
or find another one ‘cause she belongs to me.
 
Because they are
just a bunch of wanna-be-Beatles that sound
like my lime-green, thirteen-year-old girl bedroom
decided to record its deeply-tortured, angst in a song.
 
Because I do not have
a strong interest in or admiration for boys who tattoo
naked mer-women on their finely sculpted biceps, wear animal-print   
        headbands
like Mick Jagger, or have ex-girlfriends who turn their failed romance   
        into Grammy nods.
 
I do not want to touch the fresh ink on Harry’s thigh
or listen to The Fray with Louis.
I do not imagine sipping tea with Liam’s girlfriend,
or discussing Atticus, Scout and Boo with Niall over a beer.
 
Because even though those stupid lyrics
about Georgia Rose and the best song ever are on constant repeat in my                               
        mind
and Zayn’s departure made me cry like the time my very first dog died–
 
I am an English major, a mother-fucking
English major, who reads EBB and Brontë 
and rants about my disdain
for the patriarchy,
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and I would rather give up my right to vote
than admit to scheming a ten-stage plan
that ends with my marriage to a boy in a band.

Are You Awake?
Kay Fairley

Tuesday, January 27th, 2015                                                         22:13 EST 
      
           Are you awake?

Listen carefully: we don’t have much time.  If I’m lucky, as soon as I hit 
the little orange “publish” button at the top of this screen, this post will 
go viral and send up dozens of red flags all across the Internet for all of 
you lovely people to find in the depths of those homework-driven goo-
gle searches and Tumblr-fueled cat gif hunt.  If I’m very, very unlucky, 
however, this seemingly simple move could also (potentially) reveal my 
current location, and there’s no telling how long it will be before they find 
me again. Two years ago, it took them less than a month.  Last week, it 
took them less than two days. They’re getting faster…and trust me when I 
tell you that they will stop at nothing to get what they want, even if what 
they want is something you don’t even know you have. 

I must warn you before I go on that if you don’t want to put yourself in 
immediate danger by reading this post, I would suggest quietly closing 
out of this blog, erasing your internet history, smashing in the screen of 
your computer, and pretending that you never saw this. RIGHT NOW.  
Wondering what my name was again? You shouldn’t be. You should 
already be smashing in this screen. Your well-being, as well as mine, may 
just depend on it. 

Because the moment you start remembering…the very second your mind 
starts to wander toward that one, unspeakable possibility…you begin to 
play an impossible game of supermarket hide-and-seek with some of the 
most ruthless psychoanalysts in the world…just without the supermarket 
and unspoken promise of hours of cart-riding fun.

Now, I know what you must be thinking at this point: “What should we 
be remembering?” and, on a side note, “How exactly does one play super-
market hide-and-seek?”

Focus, guys.  I’m getting there. 

The one thing I ask of you before I begin is that you hear me out. As you 
read on, you’re going to hear some very confusing things. But whatev-
er you do, whatever you read, whatever you feel…just remember what 
I said in the beginning because I can guarantee that at least one of you 
out there will slowly start to find little traces, little pieces, of yourself in 
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the stories and in the secrets that I have to share. There will be doubts, 
of course…but most of all (if this all works out) there will be a nagging, a 
strange, pulling sensation at the back of your mind that makes you feel 
like you’re missing something very, very important.

Almost like you’ve heard all of this before.

So, if you’re up to it, read on. But if you’re not…you know what to do.  I 
can send you a check for the damage. 

You would think that after living in nearly seven different countries all 
across the globe, I would be better at making a good first impression. 
Yeah…not quite. Another thing you should probably know before we 
move on is that I have a very special super-human ability…that being the 
ability to embarrass myself in just about any country you could possibly 
name (and probably a few that you can’t). You think I’m joking? During 
my first year as an American exchange student to Germany, I tried to ask 
where I could find a McDonald’s which, somehow, came out as a very 
impassioned cry of: “My lederhosen are riding up!” How I managed to 
butcher a single sentence so badly, I still have no idea. But, on the other 
hand, I did manage to become one of those notoriously strange overnight 
Youtube sensations when somebody caught it on video with their Go-
Pro…which I have decided to consider a very important personal achieve-
ment. So yeah, as you might have guessed, making any sort of definitive 
first impression, really, is just not my strong suit. But, hey, I’m willing to 
try again. I have about seven times already…maybe the eighth time will 
be the charm. After all, this time it’s different. This time, my name really 
does matter.

Hi. My name is Benny Castile and I suffer from severe sleep insomnia. 

(Now do you believe me about not making good first impressions?)

For those of you who suffer from the same condition, you know exactly 
what I’m talking about here: difficulty falling asleep, waking up at all 
hours, headaches, depression, bad dreams…all of those lovely symptoms 
that I, too, suffer from on a regular night-to-night basis. This, however, 
is where the similarities between our abnormal sleep patterns are going 
to end (as far as you know, anyway). Because while you still may be lucky 
enough to get a few nights of slumber in (with or without the melaton-
in)…I haven’t truly slept, head to pillow, eyes closed, REM, in over two 
years. And yet, oddly enough, could never feel more rested.

Because my sleep insomnia is induced, and my dreams…

My dreams are real.

And so are some of yours.

I know it sounds crazy, but just think about it for a minute. Really, really 
think.  Have you ever woken up feeling more tired than you did when 
you first fell asleep? Or felt that strange, phantom-like ache in your legs 
and in your arms at your waking? Or, better yet, found nearly invisible 
bruises, just under the surface of your skin, that you have no memory of 
ever earning?

Don’t think that you’re the only one. 

Right now, someone, somewhere, is waking up with those same exact 
aches and bruises, the last hazy details of the previous night’s dream 
already fading from their mind…and to think that within ten minutes, 
nearly all of that dream, all of those memories, will be forgotten forever. 

Almost like they never even happened…exactly how they want it to be.

Now wait. Before you start laughing uncomfortably and close this blog 
down either out of fear, pity, or a little bit of both…I’ll be honest with you. 
I’ve only really just started believing any of this myself.

I mean, of course I had experienced these things before; I’ve felt really 
stiff rolling out of bed one morning only to find a couple of loose leaves in 
my hair and a piece or two of pine straw stuck up my argyle socks or have 
noticed a random bruise at the base of my jaw while I was shaving, have 
experienced a dream so real that I could almost relive it, like a memory, 
if I took a little time to sit quietly and remember what it sounded like 
or whatever.  I’ve had that thing happen where dreams will just sponta-
neously disappear from my mind, too, even though at one point, I could 
remember them clearly enough to jot them down in a makeshift dream 
journal before they disappeared. All of those waking experiences were 
just somewhat normal occurrences, though, right? In my mind, at least, 
these things had never quite equated to “Oh my god, my dreams must be 
real”…that is, up until a couple of weeks ago. That was when the situation 
really started to escalate. 

I started finding things.  

Mostly pieces of trash or other strange items of the like…a crumpled 
flower, a cigarette lighter, a keychain with my name on it from a place 
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I saw the little green message icon appear the top of my screen. 

The text was from Nyx.

Nyx Elizabeth Barrington.  Nyx, who lived three blocks down from me. 
Nyx, who hated black coffee but drank it every morning anyway.

 Nyx, my only friend.

“Dialogue assistance needed immediately,” she had texted, followed by 
the message, “Can I tell you a secret?” 

I smiled to myself as I read the text again, a shot of adrenaline slowly 
snaking through my veins, much against my wishes. It’s not like this was 
special…or even unexpected. Nyx had taken to texting me like this two 
or three nights a week (knowing that, nine times out of ten, I’d still be 
awake) for writing advice while the rest of the world took its slumber…
and even more often when a deadline was getting close. She writes fiction 
for the bimonthly-published literary magazine at school…as well as edits 
and formats and re-writes and re-works and re-prints for the bimonth-
ly-published literary magazine at school. To put it shortly, she was the 
magazine…which, as I understand, is a lot of work…but why she always 
chose to do this work at night, I don’t think I’ll ever fully understand. I 
used to find her asleep in the library before classes started with her fin-
gers still resting on the keyboard of her laptop and a cup of coffee grow-
ing cold on the seat beside her and would ask her why she always did this 
to herself. But instead of answering, she would just shrug her shoulders 
and bite the inside of her lip, as if she were asking herself the same exact 
question. “I just have weird dreams sometimes,” she would always say, 
looking tired. “I feel like sleeping just kicks my mind into overdrive. I 
mean, that’s how I come up with most of the ideas for my short stories, 
after all…from dreams. I’m always afraid that I’ll forget them if I wait 
until morning, so I just get up and jot down whatever I can remember as 
fast as I can…” 

“…And then spend the whole rest of the evening trying to work them 
into a story,” I finished, knowingly, watching as she took another sip of 
her coffee. She made a face, although I couldn’t tell if it was because she 
thought I was being funny or because she thought her coffee tasted gross, 
as usual. Maybe both. 

Or maybe it was something else entirely.

I looked down at my phone to see that it had locked itself. I unlocked it 

I’d never been before…would start to randomly appear in the folds of my 
jackets or in the slouchy sides of my tube socks when I awoke the next 
morning. 

Not long after, I started finding the photographs. Polaroids: pale and 
square, dated with a thick, black sharpie and, often times, slightly water 
damaged.

But these things were nothing compared to the notes.

The notes which were, somehow,  always written in my own blocky hand-
writing…

I only found the first about two weeks ago. 

It was 3:41 am.  

I had awoken with a start to find that I had fallen asleep at my comput-
er again.  It’s an old, white-sided Microsoft machine, circa somewhere 
around the year 1998, that I’ve lovingly started to call Dino, although not 
for the reason you might assume. Its internal sound system had fried it-
self out months ago and because I still hadn’t gotten around to fixing it…
or to replacing it with anything better to beat out my school papers on…I 
had to endure the terrifying noise it made when you attempted to start it 
up…hence why I was trying to finish my paper tonight so I wouldn’t have 
to start it back up in the morning and wake the whole block.  

So there I sat, my wrists pressing painfully into Dino’s oversized key-
board on that snowy Sunday night, drifting in and out of sleep as I 
struggled to do that thing called “school,” when a noise shook me from 
my slumber. I looked groggily up at the blue screen to see my half-fin-
ished paper on the demographic analysis of tombstones still sitting there, 
its harsh light casting weird shadows across the rest of my darkened 
bedroom.  Groaning internally, I wiped a hand across my face, brushing 
my dark hair out of my eyes, and sat back up to finish typing when that 
strange noise startled me again.  

Glancing over to my left, I saw that my phone was lit up.  A text.

I checked the clock again and then corrected myself.  

A text…at 3:45 in the morning.

I reached over, grabbing the phone and unlocking it, smiling to myself as 
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again before typing back, “Of course.” Not two seconds later, a third text 
popped up on the screen. “I love you.” 

My palms were sweating. 

“Can I tell you a secret?” I texted back, breath hitching in my throat. Nyx 
didn’t respond with dialogue this time. Instead, she typed out a quick 
sequence of actions: “*She didn’t respond, only blinked at him in the 
darkness, her quickened breath the only indication that she wanted him 
to continue*” 

“I have always loved you,” I texted back, after indicating a slight pause for 
dramatic effect just before it was supposed to be said. 

The line went silent. I could see those frustrating little bubbles pulsing 
at the bottom of the screen, letting me know that she was typing up a 
response. I took this time to type out one of my own, one of the grossly 
embarrassing responses I tended to hammer out every time she texted 
me late at night for help with her writing. 

“I have always loved you. I have always loved you for the way you text me 
for writing advice in the middle of the night, and I have always loved you 
for how oblivious you are to the words written in between the lines that I 
feed to you.” 

“BORING.” She finally replied, in all capital letters.  
 
Then, a second later, “Remember the dream I had a few weeks ago that 
I was telling you about, about the guy with pale blonde hair whose face 
is always cast in shadow? I was hoping that this would be the part where 
he finally reveals his face to her…maybe by slowly looking down and then 
having the light finally cast a glow that just sets his features on fire …” 

I quickly erased my response before I did something stupid like actually 
send it to her and then typed out another, shorter one. 

“Sorry, just tired. Still working on Javert’s tombstone analysis paper.” 

I grinned a little. Our archaeology professor was French and relentless 
when it came to cracking down on slackers. 

Nyx responded within seconds, although I could already tell that her 
mind was back on her writing. “Good luck, 24601. 

Talk to you tomorrow.” 

I sighed in relief as I locked my phone and shoved it under my pillow 
again. That was one of the best parts about falling for a writer, I suppose. 
You could text her stuff like that all the time, and she would just think 
that you were working through a scene with her. You feel relieved...she 
remains oblivious. 

It’s a win-win situation. 

I shook my head, looking back over to my unfinished paper, nerves 
completely shot. If I was going to do this, I decided, I was going to need a 
power nap first. I stood up, padding back over to my bed stiffly. 

And that is when I saw it.

The note.

Suddenly wide awake, I reached out, fingers extending across the rum-
pled sheets and picked up a single, water-stained sheet of looseleaf. 

“Something strange happened here,” I whispered, reading the hastily 
scrawled words as a chill settled over me.  

It was written in my own handwriting. 

I swallowed.

Why would I write this note to myself?

As if on a cue, my computer screen suddenly fell asleep, plunging the 
room into a darkness so complete and so absolute that I would’ve 
thought I had gone blind if not for the tiny pinpoints of light still sliding 
through the bottom of my bedroom door from the bathroom.

Hands shaking as I tightly grasped the handwritten note between my 
fingers, I gently slid into my bed, spreading my bruised legs out wide 
beneath the cool sheets. 

Almost immediately, I heard a crunch.

Head spinning, I unlocked my phone again and pointed it out in front of 
me, whipping back the sheets. My whole mattress was covered in a scat-
tered array of Polaroid-style photographs…Polaroid photographs just like 
the ones Nyx liked to take. 
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Fingers shaking, I picked up a couple of the photographs, the stiff images 
cold in my hands. Surprisingly, I thought I could see St. Petersburg: there 
were five or six shots of the cathedral and a few other locations around 
the city…including one of myself and a boy with pale blonde hair, whose 
angular face was cast in an odd line of shadow, up against an icy, con-
crete bridge. I looked absolutely mortified, for one reason or another, and 
the blonde boy…well, I couldn’t really say. It was hard to see anything 
with that huge shadow cast across his skin.

I suddenly felt a strange bubble of laughter rising up my throat, which I 
stifled quickly, realizing that I had just about enough reason to laugh at 
this point as I did to send Nyx one of those stupid, lovesick texts.  

Where had these photographs come from? 

I continued flipping through the rest of the photos. There were about 
seventeen in all and every single one of them would have been a perfectly 
good photo of what looked to be an exciting trip, if only for three things. 

One: I had no idea who that blonde-headed boy was. Two: I had never 
been to Russia. And three: these photographs were dated last night.

Frantic now, I leapt out of bed, ripping open the drawer of my desk and 
pulling out an old, beat-up looking composition notebook. I only glanced 
briefly at the red-scrawled words that had been written across the front of 
it, labelling it as my dream journal for psychology class, and began to flip 
through it, searching for last night’s entry.  

When I finally found it, I felt like I might be sick. I had only written one 
sentence for that night.  But that one sentence was enough.  

“Dreamt of Russia (?), can’t remember the rest.”

I closed the journal and then fired back up the computer, barely even 
cringing when it howled in the night like the wounded dinosaur I had 
named it after. And then, I began to record my experiences, my dreams, 
my memories into this blog before I forgot them again…before they made 
me forget them again.

And I guess I never really stopped. 

So, that really only leaves one more question to be answered now. Who is 
making us forget these dreams and why? That, I’m afraid, is not going 

to be so easily explained…especially because even after working for them 
for two years, I still know next to nothing about them. 

From what I’ve gathered so far, they’re known in scientific circles as “the 
Nefelibata” or, quite literally, “the dream walkers.” A group of Freudian 
psychologists-turned-war-hawks, they currently operate some sort of 
highly specialized and virtually ghost-like branch of the country’s all-en-
compassing Department of Defense. Originally, they were in charge of 
orchestrating our nation’s most secretive counter-espionage missions, 
which relied heavily on mental strength and tact, but, as with all such se-
cretive organizations, their successes and failures were only as safe as the 
topics of conversation their operatives engaged in after they had shared a 
healthy round of drinks on a Saturday night…and their methods, because 
they dealt with the strengthening and manipulation of the human mind, 
were often considered, for lack of a better word, distressing to much of 
the outside world. Long story short, to solve their slowly growing list of 
problems, the organization turned to us to participate in their missions 
and studies instead; teenagers and young adults, just like you and me, for 
our “fresh ideas” and “quick thinking”…as well as our statistically over-
active minds, and, to a greater extent, imaginations; imaginations that 
could both creatively believe that we were capable of dreaming up such 
random scenarios and patterns while, at the same time, just as easily 
rationalize them as nothing more than that: dreams.

Why they want us to forget these missions, I can’t be sure. Unfortunately, 
I am just as susceptible to their “hazing serums” as the rest of you. It’s 
these milky white serums, always injected warm, that, along with giving 
us all of the health benefits of a good night’s sleep in one quick shot, mess 
with our minds…distorting our memories of the night and of the mis-
sions we undertook before into a confusing mass of images and sounds 
that we’ve learned to call dreams. It makes you wonder just what sort of 
things they’d consider important enough to wipe a mind for…and why 
they chose you to do them in the first place.

Creating this blog is possibly one of the most dangerous things that I 
have ever done in my life, eyes open or closed. It’s like I’m literally just 
sitting here at my computer, waving a red flag over my head that says, 
“OVER HERE! IT’S ME, BENEDICT! YOU KNOW, THE PUNK WITH 
THE BLOG WHO’S BEEN TRYING TO SPILL YOUR SECRETS AND, 
TO A LESSER EXTENT, YOUR BLOOD OVER THE PAST YEAR AND 
HALF?” right in the Nefelibata’s smug little safety-goggled faces. 

All joking aside, though, over the past few months, this group really has 
gotten smarter, stronger, faster. And I’m beginning to think that they 
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may finally be centering in on their target. I’ve already run into them 
twice while leaving markers (mainly weird messages and catch-phrases 
written in paint along the sides of public buildings and landmarks in the 
hopes that if I ever see them again, it’ll trigger some sort of important 
memory cascade) in Paris and in Moscow, and each time, have made it 
out with less and less of a memory as to why I did it in the first place. 

Which is why, as I mentioned before, I decided to start this blog. 

Memory is everything in the end.

And all strength comes in numbers…especially now that you’re starting to 
remember, too.

I’ll try to keep this blog updated as best I can in the coming months as 
more intelligence comes my way (Read: As I break more and more rules 
every time they decide I’m going to dream). But, until then, if you’re go-
ing to take anything away from this post other than the fact that danger 
is imminent and that a bunch of control freaks in latex gloves are con-
trolling your dreams, try your best to remember my name.

Because I have a feeling that we might be seeing each other again one 
night very, very soon.

Sweet dreams.

Benny

P.S. Now that you’ve read this post, if you value your life, I need you to 
hide any and all evidence of you ever seeing it. Like, IMMEDIATELY.  
Erase your browsing history.  Go in and change the codes. Or, if by some 
weird chance you’re reading this post in print, rip it up and dispose of 
it as soon as possible.  Preferably by eating it. Here’s a tip: don’t get ink 
poisoning. I’m told that that can affect your dreams as well. 

34 people like this                  22 shares  
         

2 comments:

View comments:

Nyx E. Barrington said: 

Call me. I think I have the other three Polaroids. 

Unknown user IP said: 

The U.S. Office of Censorship has received notice that you or someone 
using your high-speed internet web address account has posted, trans-
mitted, or shared with others certain sensitive materials without the 
permission of the below mentioned entity, thereby infringing upon the 
rights to censorship owned by that entity. 

Infringement Details 
Name of Work: Are you awake?
IP Address: 173.22.35.222.4534

Date: 2015-01-27T22:22:46.00001Z
Reporting Agency: APA Division 22; Nefelibata 

If the complaint is proven true, this behavior violates the terms of the 
release statement you or an affiliate signed when agreeing to the policies, 
procedures and implications of the psychological testing you were to be 
a part of. If you did not sign these forms, they can be reviewed online at 
http://www.apa.org.

Until further notice, this blog will be terminated on these grounds. We 
apologize for the inconvenience. 
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Mangos and Coffee
Michelle Wait

Coffee bitter with broken dreams and promises
Dimly lit conversation crowded by berets atop ironed heads
Balancing nonchalant with cold pipes and scribbled cocktail napkins
He said, “Mangos are always sex in poetry.”

His words tasted like copper on the tip of her tongue
Bitterness thirsty for sweet cream
His chair slid across snaking its way closer
She shrank inside her brain with the extension of his hand

He said, “Mangos are always sex in poetry.”
These moments tasted less like fleshy South Asia
More like Brazil and tropical heat
More like nothing and nowhere and no one 

She craved original Robusta from African dirt
She wanted a sentient creature
She chased his words with water
This coffee simply would not do.

Xu Lizhi 1

David Lewis

Shenzhen was home to a Xu Lizhi.
a Xu Lizhi that crafted
poetry, iPhones.
his moon was one of cold iron.
an iron moon he swallowed, day in, day out
but one day its terrific power
became more than he could chew.

in my nightmares I am (with?) him
father and mother in tow.
ache 
crashes into me,
iron moon’s caustic tides—
corrosive to the marrow,
icy and hellish.

the aches cry, howl to that moon of iron,
but they’re muted—
by not just that Kryptonite silver
but copper, gold, silicon.

tighten your shoes. belt your pants. button that collar.
tithe your sanity to
knee-height groveling Vanessa,
consent-optional Mike,
a one way gift.
they care about you, though
just look at all those protective nets
right?

grey paints my nightmares
cohering the discordant
splitting the conjoined
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hours, waking and sleep, are one;
sometimes nightmares, sometimes dreams.

…

I wake in a cold sweat and
check my phone.

1. Xu Lizhi, born 1990, was a poet and factory worker who was employed by Foxconn’s 
largest factory in Shenzhen. Foxconn produces many electronics, but most notably they 
manufacture the Apple iPhone. Xu faced severe financial crisis in his adult years until he 
found a job with Foxconn. The bleak and lifeless atmosphere that hung over the factory 
and its residents (most of the workers lived in on-site dormitories) proved too suffocating 
for Xu, and he escaped with his then-girlfriend. However, his finances caught up to him, 
and he found himself again at Shenzhen. He committed suicide on September 30, 2014, 
thinking himself as insignificant as a “screw” falling to the ground, “lightly clinking” and not 
attracting attention.

Things Produced Either Directly or Indirectly from 
Crude Oil
Thomas Quinn

Lipstick and hair color, hand lotion.
Shampoo, linoleum, and PVC pipes. 
Petroleum jelly, rubbing alcohol, condoms, nail polish.
Ethylene, used to ripen bananas, and candles with
 fruity or hearty aromas. 

Johnson and Johnson’s clinically mild baby oil.
The solvents elicited to extract fat from olives. 
Paint, though only white or black, and the three primary
 chemotherapy drugs—Cytoxan, Taxotere, and Adriamycin.

The faux-leather purse our 10th grade English teacher
 warned you not to wear to Dollar General.
A Kanekalon wig, parted down the middle, and the sequined 
               polyester dress you bought after your father died. 
The black polish on your nails, sharp as a mirror 
  even after you’ve been sprawled out,
                              dress hiked up above your waist, 
                              wig turned sideways, petroleum jelly glinting
  on your hamstrings.  

Tar, paraffin wax, nylon underwear and asphalt, 
all of which are long chain polymers— 
carbon piled on carbon.
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Her 
David Lewis

there I was
me and my lemming fingers slipping 
one after another–

stomach fluttering how the stomach does
so close to your first kiss–
first kiss doesn’t imply first choice,
but all faces are one
shadowed by a hood like his–

head floating how the head does
when you’re submersed
distilled grain, feeling, funnily, anything but ever clear.
submersed so deep
looking for an answer like a
decoder ring in a box of processed grain–
hey, it’s no wedding ring
(thanks, rom coms)
but this isn’t wine
and it’s answers I’m looking for
not another question.

I know that I’m slipping
but what into and from are more evasive questions.
volumes, albums, anthologies, seasons and episodes
shouldn’t, won’t, can’t answer.

…

you’re sorry?
let’s pop some champagne
did it make me happy?
negative ten plus one remains negative

…

I was shoddy permanent press
a futilely cohesive droplet in a forgotten glass
learning that it’s okay
to let go
to be
fluid
is to be 
human.
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The Rehersal 
Margaret Pitts

Young protégés, no more than ten years old,
work the same hours as the grown man who surveys
the pupils with a cold,
discerning eye as they spin and plié
across the dark stain of a hardwood floor.
Their skirts, like lamb’s wool, twirl
to sounds like a music box or
maybe the laughter of a normal girl.
The dance master stares; “de noveau.”
This is his chance to fashion skill and keep
the young girls’ revenue. On pointed toe, they relevé,
Degas must have seen it for what it was—another leap.
Youthful talent, when carefully abused,
crescendos into the most fascinating muse.

Unidentified Sunken Objects1

Carys Snyder

Between the dusty yellowed pages 
of a story mostly read,
my soul is kept.
There, 
and some with the earthworms, 
who dissolve into sweet summer dirt,
passing by Unidentified Sunken Objects
that keep other people’s souls
who weren’t made of plastic pencil cases
or bronze-tipped spearheads.
But flesh not lasting
and words that crumble like breaking bones
After hazel eyes and ironic smiles
Endless utterings of
 “I love you,” 
“I’m too busy today,”
“Pass the salt.”
After kings were brought to their knees
and armies soaked the soil with their last sacrifice,
The sparrow couldn’t recall the sound of the sword.
He nudged the ground where the earthworms fumble 
And,
disturbing a bright blue marble or two,
felt the prickle of a boyish soul,
trying in vain to tell the thoughtless bird to shoo...

1. “Unidentified Sunken Objects” received the top writing award in the first annual Noel 
Polk Poetry Contest, organized by MSU’s Sigma Tau Delta English Honor Society and host-
ed by Starkville High School. Poetry submissions were collected from high school students 
and evaluated by a panel of MSU professors. As an extension of The Streetcar’s mission to 
promote creativity in our community, we are proud to include the 2015 winning poem in 
this volume of the journal.
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1. “She never shut her mouth for the first five years of her life,” your mother likes to tell       
company, especially the older generation that still appreciates beating the shit out of    
children.
2. You’ll think about this moment later in life and promise never to buy        
your child a fish.
3. Your mother will remind you of the word at least once per week until       
you can spell it correctly.
4. You tell yourself it’s because you’re not in a place to commit to that kind of lifestyle 
change right now.
5. (direct quote from your mother)
6. “She bought the wrong color. I specifically asked for the periwinkle J.    
Crew sweater.”
7. Don’t tell him you’re scared to move away from home. Don’t tell your    
parents you’re scared to move out.
8. You throw the acceptance letter into the front seat. Your father tries    
to grab it but hits the clutch with his elbow.
 

How to Crash a Car While Not Driving 
Hannah Pruitt

1. Scream.1

2. Start a collection of model airplanes that your brother will rip into   
     piles of wings, broken propellers, and non-descriptive metal bits   
     you’ll still find in your bedroom carpet three years later. 
3. Feed your pet goldfish three tator-tots with ketchup and Dijon 
    mustard.
 a. Listen to the sound something smaller than your thumb makes  
     when it splashes in toilet water.
 b. Listen to your father teach you about the circle of life.2

4. Enter a spelling contest in fifth grade and forget how to spell 
    coriander.3

5. Carry around a cell phone, which doesn’t have a battery, for a total of   
     three years.
 a. Don’t forget to pretend to text your friends who have cell   
     phones with batteries.
6. Dye your hair one shade darker brown instead of blue4 in junior high   
    because you’re scared of looking like “one of those trashy girls”5   
    with the colored hair.
7. Find every gift your mother buys you to be repulsive, including the   
    things you asked for.6

8. Ask the lanky guy in your French class to teach you to play “Happy   
     Birthday” on a guitar.
 a. Ignore his hand when he brushes it across your breast.
9. Google: “Does it hurt?”
 a. [Delete Internet Search History?] [Yes]
10. Ask for a car at fifteen and throw an absolute bitch fit when your   
      father says you can’t handle the responsibility.
 a. Listen to Avril Lavigne, Green Day, Simple Plan, The 
     Ramones, (insert self-destructive and punkass artist/   
     band name here), etc. 
11. Tell a boy you have bigger plans than he can imagine and prove it by   
      rambling words that taste like science.7

12. Apply to out-of-state universities under the assumption that your   
      parents made a college fund for you when you were a kid.
 a. Cry when you’re accepted into Vanderbilt but can’t afford to   
      go.8

13. Understand that none of these events are connected, but you still   
      wear a black dress that chafes a rash onto your thigh.
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Self Portrait 
Randi Watson

Artist Statement 
Randi Watson

I characterize my work as being focused on exploring many different 
mediums and styles while incorporating a suggested narrative within the 
work. I love traditional drawing and painting, but I always love to 
experiment and push a medium to create something new and interesting 
for the viewer. I love evoking an emotional response from the viewer, 
even if it’s shock and disgust with perhaps a little bit of awe attached to 
that. My artwork tells the stories of my life, in one form or another, but 
my goal is to render big themes in beautiful ways so that others can relate 
to these stories themselves.
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Are You Spinning or Am I?
Randi Watson

Untitled
Randi Watson
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Wrangled
Randi Watson

Partibus Cadendo
Randi Watson
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Deep Breathing 
Madison Rice

Earthlight
Randi Watson
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Papaw Jack
Katherine Carr

Belle
Katherine Carr
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Red Mediterranean
Charles Celis

The After Laugh
Charles Celis
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Midwestern Stars
Trey WallaceSummer Diaphane

Charles Celis
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Witch Convert
Trey Wallace

Sunset Over Katse
Trey Wallace
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Places i’ll never see
Garrett Blaylock

The first part of the poem starts like this:
 The dying sun folds over abandoned houses 
 While we whisper “Things will never change”
 We wander towards the glowing street lights
 Searching for something to kill 
 Or maybe something to love
We’re still on the first part of the poem:
 Where I start to rationalize my perceptions
 Write down my obsessions as I stare
 Endless into the eyes of miserable nobodies
 With no bodies, just shells of an idea
 Searching for someone to kill
Transition to the second part of the poem:
 And I have lost my train of thought
 I remember when I was young I envisioned
 For myself, surrounded by people I hated,
 A bad dream at best; what’s worse than a dream
 Maybe someone to love
The second part is important, it’s where I go crazy:
 And string together words that make no sense
 Into sentences that I am drowning in happiness
 I will swim deeper now, searching for someone
 To write down my obsessions as I stare and
 We’re still on the first part of the poem
There is no third part:
 Only one part; only one array of endless chatter
 Rattling like cymbals in my eyelids
 I use to think I could do this
 But writing a poem is like riding a bike
 Towards places I’ll never see

Bourbon Monday
Trey Wallace
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How Should I Write Their Wrong?
Doorress Anderson

Maybe yesterday in kindergarten when the dreaded flood of degradation   
 was nameless
My being took cover, cowering in the soles of my feet
To combat their cruelty I imploded to keep from exploding, and yet I   
 knew no other way to be
Step on my shoe; I let them
Lie on me, rip my projects, spit water in my face
I let him
Slice, jab, and stab me with words keen as hatred. I ate the public   
 humiliation
Witnessed by peers through various years and I sat passively,    
 passionately watching fellow pacifists 
ignore my persecutors
  
Pablo Neruda empathized. He said, “In the full light of day I walk in   
 shade.” I held in rain behind my lids.
In their presence
No. I dealt with those demons at home.
And Yesterday while at home, my avalanche of cold fury could have   
 obliterated them.

Today

I wonder are their words visible on my being
In black across my face as I feel that they are
My frown braille
Reactions jacked to keep my past private, my shame in hiding
My spinelessness is their parade; and pain a buffet
I did not let them just indulge. I let them engorge. Who do I blame?!
The Bible said “turn-cheek”; Yet Mom said “fight back”
Though best said Neruda “When I look for my brave self, a coward   
 unknown to me rushes to cover my skeleton with a thousand fine  
 excuses.”
“Submit and go home,” said even the Angel on my shoulder

Tomorrow

The taunts will haunt into adulthood. How the poison that slid between   
 their teeth didn’t kill them I’ll wonder.
They will wave hello, and I’ll return it. For that—am I weak or stronger?
Though I need to tomorrow, I won’t forgive them.
So I ask, how should I write their wrong?
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The Box Breaking Free
Margaret Pitts
after Terrance Hayes, after Lorca

I want to know what it is to talk
to the moon. I want to never meet regret.
I want to live the difference between fear and success.

I want to meet the oldest man alive and ask him 
if he wants to live a thousand more years. I want a gut of metal, 

and a mouth overflowing with needles. If a stomach of butterflies 
makes my heart lose rhythm, I want a stomach of bald-faced hornets, 
so my resolve can’t waver. 

I want to climb the tallest tree and have 
a picnic with the clouds. I want to never skate across a frozen pond.

I want to wave to the man on the moon and ask him if 
he’s ever made love to a supernova. I want to know if you 
think loving a star could be cool or

if you think stars are meant to hang in the sky,
uncontrolled, uncommitted, unloved. 

I want to take the world 
and tuck it inside my locket. I want to waltz  
with Pluto through the throat

of a black hole. If young birds can be pushed 
from the nest and fly, I want to grow wings that are friends with the wind. 

I want to be a bird, and I want to be better than a bird,
with solid bones, 
slicing turbulent skies and gaining altitude. 

I do not want to be forgotten. I do not want 
to be a housewife or the childless at class reunions. 

I want you to know that I wrote this 
so that you can understand—I want 
to light up the night sky.

Crow’s Feathers
Katelyn Vance

Crow’s feathers like
The exoskeleton
Of a long-nose weevil,

The color of
Mom’s grease-stained
Pots illuminated in moonlight.

They’re like a mind
That’s good dark
With a tunnel straight through,

Like a million
Ants all piled
On—throbbing.

Can you hear
Them sucking,
Hear them slurping?

Those oily wings
Writhe in air like bodies 
Launched from 30-story trade buildings.

They close their eyes;
Sleep forever
Bathing in crow’s feathers.
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I want you to stand by my side 
and know that these wings were meant 
to take me to meet that galaxy

of sex-driven stars. ‘Cause when I leave this place, Man, 
I don’t want to be your muse. I want to be the Moon.
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The Box Opens (after Terrance Hayes, after Lorca)
Isabelle Lang

I cannot do long division in my
head or remember the train schedule.
I cannot soar over the Met on
opening night. I cannot give life
or wisdom like Jupiter.

If a hill stands in my path, I cannot
see past it. I cannot climb over it.
I cannot eat the berries the boatman
offers, but I cannot cross the river
without them.

I cannot, though you push me to try.

I cannot understand why they
call them “social butterflies.”
If I cannot sleep, I try to dream
of the court of the bees.

I cannot feel your palm on my cheek
or the other one on my hip, making
its way toward my thigh. I can only hear you.

I can hear you through a sinus-stuffed
headache and I can hear over
the shushing of the creek.

When the box was opened,
it whispered all that I could not do,
and I couldn’t help but listen to your voice.
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FEMINIST FILM FEST
On October 27th, 2015, Dr. Emily Ryalls sat down with two members of The 
Streetcar staff, Kylie Dennis and Dakotah Daffron, to discuss MSU’s annual 
Feminist Film Fest (FFF). As a dually appointed faculty member for the 
department of Communications and the Gender Studies program, Dr. Ryalls 
served as one of the lead organizers for the FFF during its premiere in 2014 
and was in the midst of preparations for the 2015 showing at the time of our 
interview. In this discussion, Dr. Ryalls outlines the FFF’s mission as well as 
the rigorous process of selecting films and panelists best suited to engage 
students and advance intersectional discussions of difficult topics.  At the 
close of our interview, Dr. Ryalls pans out to consider the impact of the FFF on 
MSU’s campus and to offer insight into the roles of students and community 
members in the future of this event.
 
The Streetcar: To start off: Can you define ‘feminism’ for us?
Dr. Emily Ryalls: Oh, geez. No. I mean, it’s such a loaded question, right?
 
TSC: Right.
ER: There are a million different ways to define it. I like to come from the most 
basic idea. It’s about equality. Certainly equality of the sexes, but I think at 
this point most feminists would define that much more broadly in terms of 
looking to get equality of class and race and sexual orientation. [Feminism] 
is such a loaded term that people tend to back away, but if you talk them 
through it, they’re usually like, “Oh, that doesn’t seem so bad.”
 
TSC: Can you tell us how the Feminist Film Fest (FFF) started and when it 
started?
ER: Last year was its first year, and I don’t even know whose idea it was. I 
mean, certainly myself and Kimberly Kelly, and I think Sol Pelaez was there as 
well. As a program, Gender Studies tries to do at least one event every month, 
so I think we were just kind of brainstorming different ideas. Actually, it may 
have been Sol who said at a previous university they had done some sort 
of a feminist film fest, and, me being a media person, I was all over it. So we 
planned it last year, and the first one was a huge success. We’re really hoping 
that it will be an annual sort of thing.
 
TSC: So why film? Why do you think it’s an effective medium?
ER: In my own experience as an educator, I’ve always found that media is 
a great teaching tool. Most anyone can connect on some level with pop 
culture. It’s just inescapable; you can’t help but know it. So I think that all pop 
culture, all media, is a fun way to teach what can often be very difficult topics, 
especially when you’re talking about oppression 

and marginalization and power. Why film, specifically? The easy answer 
is because it’s two hours. It’s the best format for this kind of a thing. We 
can’t all sit together and watch fifteen episodes of a TV show.
 
TSC: Very true. So, who can attend the film fest? Is it just students and faculty?
ER: Absolutely anyone: faculty, students, Starkville, the community. In fact, I 
just had a student today ask how much the tickets were, and I’m really thrilled 
that we will keep it a free event open to the public.
 
TSC: We appreciate that as well! So, if a student or a member of the 
community attends one of the nights of the FFF, what should they expect to 
encounter?
ER: That’s a fair question. One of the things that we feel very strongly about 
is that the film itself doesn’t have to be a feminist film; it just needs to be 
open to a feminist discussion. Last year we showed Mean Girls, and this year 
we’re showing Friday Night Lights, so we are showing popular films that 
you’ve probably watched on your own before. What they can be guaranteed 
is that they’ll watch a great movie, and then we will have two to three faculty 
members, staff members, or advanced graduate students talk about themes 
in the film. Then, we’ll open that up to audience discussion as well.
 
TSC: Alright, so is this a night all about women, or is there a more 
intersectional approach?
ER: It’s one-hundred percent an intersectional approach. We’ll definitely talk 
about gender, but a film like Friday Night Lights is far more about class and 
race and even sort of being Southern than it is about gender. It’s certainly 
not just women’s issues. Lady Valor is largely about a transgender person, a 
trans woman, so we’ll be talking about those kinds of issues. [The FFF] is more 
about films that raise issues about oppression, power, and marginalization 
that maybe we don’t get to talk about as much as we’d like.
 
TSC: So in that respect, because it encompasses so many issues, it’s really 
something that’s accessible most students.
ER: Everybody should be able to find at least one film that speaks to them. In 
fact, one of the goals that we’ve set for ourselves is that one film will always 
be a foreign language film or deal with issues in other countries. Last year we 
showed a foreign language film, and this year we’re showing a documentary 
about the mass slaughter of women that’s happening in Juarez, Mexico.
 
TSC: Is there a particular reason why you feel strongly about incorporating 
foreign films?
ER: I think students can tend to be very sheltered in college or just from 
being in Starkville and not paying attention to national news. So, I think it’s 
an important aspect of what we’re trying to do, pulling in some of those 
international ideas. It’s certainly what the third wave of feminism is trying to 
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do: to become that sort of third-world, postcolonial feminism that is no longer 
just about American women or American issues.
 
TSC: How are the other films selected?
ER: It’s not a very formal process. Kimberly Kelly and myself are a part 
of the discussion. Sometimes they are films we feel passionate about, 
and sometimes they are films that we feel will speak well to the student 
population, which is the case with Friday Night Lights. Sometimes it’s just that 
a particular Gender Studies faculty member, who has been really supportive, 
has a chance to be on a panel. We might say: “We’d love to have you on a 
panel. Is there a film that you think would work well for your area of research?”
 
TSC: So, for the most part, are the panel members chosen because of their 
work on the specific issues that the film deals with?
ER: We try to figure out what the majors themes are in the film and who 
does that kind of work. So far, we’ve had pretty good luck. We like to start 
with Gender Studies faculty; we have such a great faculty, and they’re so 
supportive. We start there, and then move out, take recommendations, that 
kind of thing. I think the one we’re having the most difficulty with this year is 
Lady Valor. We’ve actually reached out to the Office of Veteran Affairs to find 
staff who might have expertise in [issues in military service].
 
TSC: That’s great, and it ensures strong representation from various areas of 
the program. That being said, is there any student involvement in the FFF?
ER: There has not been in the past, but we just officially got our Gender 
Studies student group (Humans for Inclusion and Education of Gender 
Equality) up and running. My hope is that, moving forward, there will be some 
involvement on their side. What that will be, I’m not sure, but I think there are 
ways we can get students more involved that we can definitely start looking 
into now.
 
TSC: There are four films this year, right?
ER: Yes, four films. We do Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday. This 
year it’s Seniorita Extraviada, Friday Night Lights, The Magdalene Sisters, and 
Lady Valor.
 
TSC: When you go to show the film, do you have to get special permission to 
do so?

ER: Yes. For any film, you have to contact the different organizations that own 
the rights to the film. Then there’s the costs associated with showing the film, 
and that can vary all over the place. But, yes, because you’re showing it to a 
public audience, you can’t just buy the DVD and show it. Which is a bummer, 
right?
 

TSC: Definitely! What film had the best reception last year, and what do you 
think set it apart from the others?
ER: Good Hair. I think one of the things I learned from last year is that students 
find it easier to talk about documentaries than to talk about narrative films. 
I think, with documentaries, it’s clear that there’s an argument being made, 
and they understand how to articulate that argument and be a part of it. 
Sometimes with narrative film it’s like: “Well, it’s just a movie; it’s just a plotline. 
What do you mean there’s an argument that’s happening?”
 
TSC: Have there been any films you’ve come up with that you haven’t been 
able to show?
ER: No. What I will say is that this administration is extremely supportive of 
Gender Studies and is a part of the discussion. They seem to think we’re doing 
good work.
 
TSC: Have you encountered any difficulties from the community at all, any 
backlash?
ER: No.
 
TSC: None? Wow.
ER: I know! That’s something to celebrate, but I have to say that’s true of my 
experience with the Gender Studies program on this campus. We do things 
like bring Laverne Cox to campus, and think, “Oh boy, how’s it going to go?” 
Then it’s a huge success, and we get zero backlash. We were ready for it if it 
was coming, but, yeah, we have had very little backlash, especially not for the 
films.
 
TSC: As the staff of a creative arts journal, we find that elements of creativity 
pop up in the most unlikely places. How do you think creativity functions in 
the FFF?
ER: I think choosing the films is one place, absolutely. I think there’s a real 
method to the madness, getting excited about showing the films and 
thinking about how they’ll be interesting. But the post-discussion is where 
the most creativity happens. That might be the panel’s discussion, but for me, 
more often it’s the sort of out-of-nowhere comments from the students in 
the audience. That’s always a very exciting moment because it tells me that 
the students were there, and they were paying attention. So those moments 
are the best for me, I think, when the student creativity shows through in the 
discussion.

TSC: Here’s kind of a big question. Why do you think that the FFF is important?
ER: I think it allows us to broaden students’ perspectives, to make them aware 
of very political issues that they might otherwise not be aware of or have just 
chosen to ignore. But I also think, at a much more functional level, that it’s 
important for raising Gender Studies’s presence on campus. It’s a way for us 



Pecan Tree
Margaret Pitts

I tried once to wrap my arms around you.
I dug my fingernails into your bark, 
and the blood from my cuticles snaked down my fingers, 
dripping onto the fertile roots of you. 

I thought I could count the number 
of aphids it would take to sap away  
the wooded taste of your fruit on my tongue. 
I thought I could forget this grove. 

In spring, we lay beneath the shadows 
of your moss-covered arms while the final threads 
of day unraveled across the sky.

In summer, we shaved our kneecaps into the bark 
of your spine, forgetting that those same patches of skin 
were still pulpy and pink from the climbs before. 

In autumn, we splintered the shells of your fruit and sucked 
the stone pits from their hardwood exteriors while trying to guess 
the number of hulls still clinging to your shivering branches.
  
In winter, I am sitting beside you and writing this after watching 
them dig six feet under
the earth that holds your deeply-tapped roots.
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to sort of promote ourselves, promote what we’re doing, promote our classes 
and that sort of thing.
 
TSC: We just have one more question. Where do you see the FFF in the future? 
Do you have any long-term goals as you enter your second year?
ER: That’s a great question. We absolutely want to continue it. I think we’ll 
learn as we go on which films seem to function best, getting a finer idea 
about those sorts of things. If we could get the Gender Studies student 
group involved, I would really like to see that happen. I was at the National 
Women’s Studies conference last year, and I talked to a woman who’s at the 
University of Alabama. She actually makes films and has some classes where 
her students make films. I would love it if we could get to a point where we’re 
showing films that are made by students and faculty as opposed to only 
Hollywood films or documentaries, some more homegrown stuff. That would 
be something in the future we could start exploring. 



100% Undetermined Fibers
Kylie Dennis 

Chiino’s tongue blistered me the way
the Mississippi sun blisters the eyes of the South 
into tiny pinholes.
And when I could not stuff another cotton sob
down my throat,
the tears split the tight skin around my eyes,
and I felt the mud of the murky Delta packed thick against my ear drum.

I thought about my lover then, 
conjured up the face of some almond cream California native
with eyes like swirling ink in old milk saucers,
wide enough for me to spread my arms and my legs and my mouth.
And the ring that he gave me was as wide as the sore 
left festering from the cypress knees of my father.

But the Southern sun burned that, too,
until it shrank into its un-malleable form,
until the color was exhausted out of it,
bored, flat, and Christian
with an ill-fitting tightness that threatens to cinch off the finger
on my vital hand.

I am too much woman.
I am suffering under the woman.
I smooth the musk-loving mask of woman around my delicate features
when the metallic taste of her, is, too me,
just as divine.

But there’s no room in the ring for that,
and the weight must come off somewhere else.

Chiino said that Ti Ti meant to restore balance in the world,
unneedle the seam in the pouch that hoists his manhood,
cupping his hands underneath while two virile orbs drop with a dull thud,
like the sound of lost privilege.

I wonder what shape Ti Ti’s eyes were and if he might know best after all
when I feel the way my organs shred and grate and wring out the hate in   
 me
until I loathe the parts that bind me to a fertility that I do not want,
until I find myself like a patient etherized in my childhood bed a hundred  
 miles away.

So I:
drum my fingers over the fuzz at my navel,
unthread the skin down to the place where the absence gapes up at me.
I dip my fingers into the goriness,
scoop out the promiseless eggs, pluck out the fleshy tubes 
that look like sterilized medical equipment implanted by other hands.

I root around for the patch that reads “100% undetermined fibers”
superimposed somewhere on my spine,
but give up too soon.

Before I bind myself together, 
I line my womb with print,
unspindle lines from Shakespeare,
wrap them around the staff from Lavinia’s mouth with the dampness   
 from Ophelia’s watery grave,
drop the newly made paper mache phallus inside of me.
  
I’ll bury the rest of those unwanted parts in the Mississippi clay,
in that unaccommodating ground
for someone else to nurture.

I’ll press the newly formless ring into the scorched hardness of that earth,
left there to be discovered a week from now,
held up by historians like the artifact that it is.  
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A Knack for Storytelling
David Lewis

from the abused,
more often one hears of the raucousness of the
cacophony, kettle cymbals and colander snares,
than of the drunken percussionist behind it all.

a train explores beyond its comfort zone and
tales sing of the cellist tracks, violinist gears,
creaking and crashing in discordant orchestra—
but pay no heed to that
dismayed conductor
and his quite dismantled recital hall.

it’s natural
that we appraise but the sun’s ricochet,
God help our corneas,
and that we just waft in those odors. 
only a few inches guard a sniff
from becoming a deluge,
or a hearing
from becoming a deafening.

but when those unpleasant sounds come, what do you do?
hear Muhammad, hear jihad,
hear left or right, 
black or white,
and everything in between
‘cause no one likes to know it’s
their own voice they hear.

but when the odor
consumes you? do you—forgetting that smells,
like children, have parents—
clothespin your nose? pick your cherries?
maybe apple mango, lavender the fear away?
perhaps one prefers
lime.

go, then—
slay that odor;
clear some plaque and get a plaque,
medal for your mettle.

leave that rotten stump,
its malevolent tendrils,
to choke earth so dry that
tears are but tragic
insults.
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Six Word Stories1

Tyler Smith
Live and love…even through tears.
 
 
Blake Stacy
Coffee. That is all. The end.
 
 
Randy Niffenegger
We’re sorry, Pluto, just passing by.
 
 
Dr. Shalyn Claggett
Drill field sexists
Do perplex us.
 
 
Pranaav Jadhav
The virtue of living killed her. 

1. In February 2016, the staff of The Streetcar hosted a Six Word Story competition on its 
Twitter account, @TheStreetcarMSU. Over one-hundred story submissions were collected 
from and evaluated by members of the MSU community. The five stories featured in 
this volume received the highest number of votes and reflect the creativity of our faculty 
members, graduate students, and undergraduates.
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Autobiography
Bria Henderson

Since you asked, I would give Mulan my eyeballs,
and she could take mine. I’d like to know what exactly 
she saw in her reflection that made her so sad. 
The sun shines at night so that kids
can read books past their bedtimes.
The cow jumped over the moon. Clearly, 
counting sheep would have been too easy a task. 
Thank goodness cheese isn’t called chewy milk.
Who would eat it? 

I think I’d prefer feathers on my armpits;
that’s just slightly better than having fish scales on my tongue.
The chicken crossed the road
to get away from Colonel Sanders. 
For some reason, they’ve never really gotten along. 
Being a seven-foot tall leprechaun comes with enough problems;
I’ll find somewhere to hide my pot of gold later. 

I’d like to wrap myself in a blanket of mermaid hair;
unicorn tears are far too potent for swimming. 
The wind winks whenever people walk by 
because the wind is a flirt who likes to have fun.
Crying is good for the soul, like soup,
so I’m glad my tears are chicken noodle. 
Clouds taste like all of the naps I didn’t take in Kindergarten 
when I had the chance.  
I love you to the moon and back,
but I wouldn’t dare make the trip.




